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QUESTION 1
What scope CANNOT be used to persist a structure?
A. <cfset server.stCars = stCars>
B. <cfset application.stCars = stCars>
C. <cfset client.stCars = stCars>
D. <cfset session.stCars = stCars>
Answer: C
QUESTION 2
What is added to a URL to access the WSDL content for a ColdFusion web service?
A. ?wsdl
B. /wsdl
C. method=wsdl
D. wsdl=yes
Answer: A
QUESTION 3
What attribute of the <cfcomponent> tag is needed to inherit methods and properties
from another ColdFusion component?
A. CHILDOF
B. INHERITS
C. PARENT
D. EXTENDS
E. OUTPUT
Answer: D
QUESTION 4
What should NOT be used in a template after a call to <cfflush>? (Choose TWO)
A. <cfobject>
B. <cfoutput>
C. <cflocation>
D. <cfheader>
E. <cfhttp>
Answer: C,D
QUESTION 5
What attribute of the <cffunction> tag is used to make a ColdFusion component method
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accessible as a web service?
A. webservice = "yes"
B. access = "public"
C. access = "remote"
D. returnType = "webservice"
Answer: C
QUESTION 6
What functions provide security information once the <cfloginuser> tag is processed?
(Choose TWO)
A. RoleHasPermission()
B. GetAuthUser()
C. IsAuthenticated()
D. IsLoggedIn()
E. IsUserInRole()
Answer: B,E
QUESTION 7
When is the code within the <cflogin> tag executed?
A. if a user is not logged in
B. after a user logs in
C. after the <cfNTauthenticate> tag
D. after the <cfloginuser> tag
Answer: A
QUESTION 8
What tag is wrapped around code to determine the execution time?
A. <cftotaltime>
B. <cftimer>
C. <cfstopwatch>
D. <cfexecutiontime>
Answer: B
QUESTION 9
How far up the directory tree will ColdFusion search for an OnRequestEnd.cfm page?
A. the web document root
B. the root directory for the application
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C. only the current directory
D. only in the directory of the Application.cfm file
Answer: D
QUESTION 10
What attribute of the <cfform> tag is used to generate a Flash form?
A. style = "Flash"
B. format = "Flash"
C. loadSWF = "yes"
D. flash = "yes"
Answer: B
QUESTION 11
What tags are required in order to send a Microsoft Excel formatted file to the user's
browser from ColdFusion? (Choose TWO)
A. <cfftp>
B. <cfheader>
C. <cfexcel>
D. <cfobject>
E. <cfdownload>
F. <cfcontent>
Answer: B,F
QUESTION 12
How many attributes does the StructNew() function accept?
A. 2
B. 3
C. 1
D. 0
Answer: D
QUESTION 13
What is a possible value of THISTAG.ExecutionMode?
A. End
B. SubtagProcessing
C. Begin
D. Stop
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